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Abstract—Recently, forest fire monitoring system in wireless

sensor networks has received much attention. The conven-

tional scheme receives fire alert data quickly to inform about

fire forest event. However, since two or more nodes may de-

tect a fire, high priority fire detection data frequently collide.

In this paper, a new forest fire monitoring system is proposed

in order to reduce high priority fire detection data dropped

rate, by specifying a high priority received data immediately

after fire detection and just before the destruction by fire.

Furthermore, the node only transmits high priority data to

a node, which has a low possibility of destruction by fire for

low end-to-end delay of high priority fire detection data. The

simulation results show that proposed scheme can reduce high

priority data dropped ratio and the end-to-end delay, and have

less effect of wind direction compared with the conventional

scheme.
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1. Introduction

The forest fire is a serious problem in the world: it is

reported that as many as 66,343 wildfires occurred and

burned 6,319,586 acres in the USA in 2013 [1]. Cur-

rently a satellite-based monitoring is a popular method to

detect forest fire [2]. A satellite sends short or medium in-

frared wavelength images with 500 m resolution per day.

These images are analyzed of reflectance and brightness

corresponding to burning and non-burning pixels. How-

ever, because of long scan period and poor resolution the

initial phase of fire forest can be missed [3]. Although

there are other fire forest detection schemes, e.g., using

a digital camera [4], a long-wave infrared camera [5] or

sensors with four propellers [6], they cannot be used in

a large areas due to the high cost.

Nowadays, it is expected to use Wireless Sensor Networks

(WSNs) for the forest fire event detection by periodically

sensing the temperature, humidity and light in whole for-

est area. In WSN, the sink node (data collector) gathers

information from many sensor nodes [7]. They are ex-

pected to work with limited energy for a long time pe-

riod because they are small and lightweight. After ob-

taining environmental data, sensors apply the processing

algorithm such as neural network to detect and forecast

fire [8]. In forest fire monitoring, the fact that nodes might

burn down when the fire breaks out have to be considered.

Although there are many routing protocols, e.g., Leach [9],

PEGASIS [10], Teen [11], PEQ [12], none of them con-

siders the case when some nodes are burned down. As

a consequence of the fire event, the path between sensor

nodes and data collector may be unavailable. In order to

overcome this path failure, the unrecoverable path to the

data collector causes unnecessary delay. It is also neces-

sary to the utilize power energy from nodes which will be

destroyed by fire. Ansar et al. propose Maximise Unsafe

Path routing protocol (MUP) [13] that maximizes the uti-

lization of nodes that are going to fail sooner, in order to

save power in the others. Although MUP selects nodes that

must be in a dangerous area, many data are buffered. Thus,

superfluous data concentration causes possibility of its loss

by node burn before sending whole information. Moreover,

MUP loses the high priority data, e.g., when a fire event is

first detected reference, because MUP does not manage the

priority of each fire alert data. Thus, it causes significant

packets loss.

In this paper, two methods to achieve a lower dropped data

packets ratio and smaller end-to-end delay is proposed. The

first one is to limit attaching the highest priority only to

truly urgent events, e.g., when a node detects a fire. The

second one is to change the routing methodology. In pre-

sented scheme, high priority nodes transmit data to more

survival node, while lower priority nodes transmit data to

less survival node. In addition, the authors send high prior-

ity data ahead of low priority for low dropped ratio and de-

lay. In order to show the effectiveness of proposed schemes,

they are compared with MUP by evaluating the dropped rate

and end-to-end delay of high priority data through compu-

tational simulation. Two environmental situations are con-

sidered. The first case is without wind, and the other one

is with wind. The authors show that presented scheme can

improve both of dropped ratio and end-to-end delay, and

have less effect of wind.

The remaining of the paper is structured as follows: related

work is described in Section 2. The conventional MUP

is presented in Section 3. Section 4 explains the network

configuration and forest fire scenario used in the simulation.

Simulation results and analysis are discussed in Section 5.

The paper ends with conclusions in Section 6.

2. Related Work

There are many fire forest-specific routing protocols. En-

vironmental Monitoring Aware routing (EMA) [14] and
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Delay-bounded Robust Routing protocol (DRR) [15] are

proposed as path predictable methods in a fire event. In

EMA, when nodes detect a fire, they send information to

the data collector and then it informs every node in the

network of the fire event. Therefore, only the safe nodes

relay fire alert data to the sink. However, node state in-

formation might quickly become antiquated since the fire

spreads very fast. On the other hand, DRR sends fire alert

data and only uses more survivable nodes by leveraging

neighbor node’s state. Thus, DRR achieves better-dropped

data ratio and delay. However, DRR does not consider

network lifetime. Therefore, MUP [13] has been proposed.

MUP extends the network lifetime by making the most of

unsafe state nodes, which have detected fire and will be

burned sooner or later. Moreover, it is important to know

the forest fire shape in order to fight a fire. Yuanyuan et al.

proposed a reliable wildfire monitoring system based on

WSN [16]. In this system, fire-detecting nodes periodically

send data including temperature to know fire point certainly.

Serna et al. proposed method to obtain an approxima-

tion of the fire shape by analizing the data of WSN [17].

Fire spreads in response to the wind influence and a strong

wind accelerates fire spreading. Since sensor nodes have

to monitor in case of fire, how fast fire spreads by wind is

important to be evaluated in the simulation. Kim develops

a flame spread velocity model by testing fuel combustion

and flame characteristics, and research about fire spreading

with wind [18].

3. Conventional MUP Method

MUP selects nodes, which are going to be burnt earlier as

forwarding nodes, in order to save the other nodes energy.

MUP defines each node five levels of health status:

• safe – initial stage and while there is no fire,

• low safe – one-hop away from a detected fire,

• unsafe – fire detected,

• almost-failed – just about to be destroyed,

• dead – destroyed by fire or battery discharged.
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Fig. 1. Change state of detecting fire nodes.

In MUP, whenever a node detects temperature higher than

a threshold, it changes its state. Figure 1 shows a node

health status example versus measured temperature. Nodes

always have safe status in normal situation. If a node de-

tects fire and when the temperature increases above thresh-

old T1 = 60◦C, its health status changes to almost-failed

when the temperature reaches T2 = 100◦C. The node is con-

sidered totally burnt (failed) when the temperature reaches

T3 = 130◦C, which is the maximum possible operating

temperature. Nodes change state low safe from safe when

a neighbor located one-hop away from the node-detected

fire. All nodes send routing management messages includ-

ing its own health state periodically.

3.1. Data Flow

During fire forest monitoring in WSN, nodes send mea-

sured data to the gathering host (sink) by relaying to other

network nodes. Normally, all nodes periodically send data

to the host at long interval e.g. 100 s. But, when nodes

detect fire, the interval is much shorter e.g. 10 s.

If a node detects a fire, it changes its parent. MUP se-

lects a parent node that must be in dangerous area in order

to utilize its energy before being burnt in the fire. If one

node has the lowest hop to the sink, then it will be selected

as the parent. However, if there is more than one node,

the mechanism considers the node’s health status in the

following order: unsafe, low safe and safe. The decision

algorithm can be simplified as follows:

– nodes search the node with the lowest hop to the sink,

– if there is more than one node, then selects the node

according to these health statuses in the following

order: unsafe, low safe, and safe.

The almost-failed nodes are excluded from forwarding can-

didates to avoid broken paths due to failures. However,

the routing mechanism selects them as the parent if there

are almost-failed nodes only. Figure 2 shows an example of

sink
safe
low safe
unsafe
almost-failed
failed
transmitting directions

candidate of
transmitting direction

Position by the hop number to the sink

Fig. 2. Destination node selection without fire.

the way the MUP algorithm changes the routing tree of the

network when nodes have detected fire and then be burnt.

Figure 3 shows that MUP can utilize the energy of node K

which will be burnt.
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K

sink
safe
low safe
unsafe
almost-failed
failed
transmitting directions

candidate of
transmitting direction

Position by the hop number to the sink

Fig. 3. Destination node selection with unsafe nodes.

3.2. Problem in MUP

Although MUP selects a node that must be in a dangerous

area, many data are accumulated in its buffer. Thus, data

overconcentration causes possibility of loss, while node is

burnt before sending all information. At the same time,

high priority alert data can be dropped because MUP does

not consider the each alert data priority. Figure 4 shows an
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Fig. 4. Example of dropped high priority data: (a) the real

position, (b) position by the hop number to the sink.

example of dropped high priority data. In Fig. 4, fire dif-

fusion around node. Nodes J, L, Q, R and S select node K

as their parent and then send high priority fire detection

data. These high priority data may be dropped in node K

due to the superfluous data concentration with fire.

4. Proposed Method

To avoid data losses to send high priority data to more

survivable nodes in order to reduce dropped rate of high

priority fire detection data is proposed. The high priority

is set only after fire detection and just before destruction by

fire. Furthermore, nodes send most important data ahead

of low priority data to improve dropped ratio and delay.

This can be executed by sorting the buffer content.

4.1. Priority Fire Detection Data

The proposed method attempts to select a parent node de-

pending on the priority of alert data. The almost failed

nodes are removed from forwarding node candidates in or-

der to avoid broken paths due to failures. Therefore, the

three levels of priority were set to alert data depending on

three node status (unsafe, low safe and safe). The highest

priority 3 is the most important alert data when each node

detects fire since fire detection in an early stage. The pri-

ority 2 was set with a probability P1 for the fire detection

data to be dropped, and priority 1 with a probability 1−P1
in order to avoid excessive increase of high priority data.

And furthermore, the priority 2 was set to the alert data

of changing state to almost-dead, because the node may

not generate any more data by the destruction. Similarly,

the priority 2 was set to the alert data of changing state to

almost-dead in order to avoid an excessive increase of the

highest priority information.

4.2. Parent Election

To avoid all priority data concentrated on a specific node

high priority data is sent to a node far from the fire. All

nodes inform about their health state in time, and each node

recognizes neighbor node’s state. Table 1 shows the parent

election depending on the priority of alert data. Each node

checks the neighbors’ state with fewer numbers of hops to

the sink than itself in order shown in Table 1. When an

applicable node is found, the node transmits data to him.

If there is no candidate, the node looks up the routing table

and finds the parent candidate who is as far as or further

than itself.

Table 1

The parent election depending on the priority of alert data

Order Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3

1 Unsafe Low safe Safe

2 Low safe Safe Low safe

3 Safe Unsafe Unsafe

4 Almost-dead Almost-dead Almost-dead

For example, when a node has three hops to the sink but

only has neighbor nodes with four hops, it selects a node

with four hops to the sink in order shown in Table 1. When

a node transmits the priority 3 data, each node checks state

of neighbor nodes in turn from the safe state to almost-

dead. Then the node who has data of priority 2 checks in

turn from the low safe state to almost-dead state. Therefore,

the dropped ratio of the priority 2 data gets lowered and

priority 2 data go through the different path. Furthermore,
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each node has the fire detection priority 1 data checks in

turn from the unsafe state to almost-dead state. Thus the

energy could be utilized before it is lost on fire. Figure 5

shows transmission of priority 2 data on fire detection. In

Fig. 5, priority 2 data concentrate node B whose state is

low safe according to the Table 1. However, low safe nodes

can send more data than unsafe state nodes because of more

time until being burnt by fire. Furthermore, low safe state

nodes have high possibility of destruction by fire, so its

energy could be utilized before it melts down.

K

K

sink

safe

low safe
unsafe

almost-failed
failed

transmitting directions

candidate of
transmitting direction

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Data transmission of priority 2 data of fire detection:

(a) real position, (b) position by the hop number to the sink.

4.3. Sort in Buffer

Data in the buffer are rearranged to send high priority data

ahead of low priority. Therefore, they reach the sink early.

Moreover, dropped data ratio (DDR) decreases by transmit-

ting high priority data before fire spreading.

5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. Simulation Model

The performance of the conventional and proposed schemes

are evaluated in terms of the fire alarm DDR, end-to-

end delay of fire alarm data, total number of transmit-

ted and received data by detection fire node and total

residual energy in survivable nodes after fire. The total

number of transmitted and received data by fire detection

node are evaluated to show if the proposed method effi-

ciently utilizes the energy before the destruction as much

as the conventional method. The authors define DDR as

the data coefficient, which are not reached the sink to all

data generated by alive nodes. Similarly, the MUP perfor-

mance with priority and with sort are evaluated to show

its effectiveness by considering priority or sort data in

MUP method. MUP with priority means the combination

of node health status by MUP and proposed parent se-

lection. In other words, it is equivalent to the proposed

method without sorting buffer. MUP with sort means the

combination of MUP parent selection and proposed data

sort method.

Table 2

Simulation specifications

Number of sensing nodes 100 (10 ·10)

Distance between nodes 100 m

Node arrangement Grid

Number of sink nodes 1

Fire spread speed 5 m/s

Time interval between fire
10 salarm data

Wind directions 9 directions

Wind speed 2 m/s

Node status 5 levels

P1 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1

Bit rate 256 kb/s

Data size 2560 B

Priority of fire alarm data 3 levels

Tx power consumption 345 mW

Rx power consumption 260 mW

Power consumption on idle state 13 mW

Power consumption on sleep state 0.19 mW

Simulation tool (language) C

Table 2 shows the used simulation parameters based

on [13], [18]. Figure 6 shows a simulation topology model.

In presented model, initial fire randomly occurs from the

node except the sink and spread towards 40% of the net-

work. The authors consider two fire-spread situation: with

and without wind. When no wind situation, fire is dif-

fused concentrically. Fire spreads in the direction of the

sink

node

available paths

Fig. 6. Topology model.
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wind [18], and nodes might be isolated by fire when wind

blows to the specific direction. Figure 7 shows that a graph-

Wind direction

sink

alive

burned down

Isolated nodes

Fig. 7. Graphical representation of nodes isolated by fire spread.

ical model of nodes isolated by fire spread. The wind blows

from right to left and fire spreads this direction. Therefore,

upper left nodes will be isolated and cannot send data to

the sink via the shortest path. The data of these nodes tend

to be dropped or delayed. Figure 8 shows used wind direc-
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Fig. 8. Wind directions.

tions. The nine patterns (WN, W1, . . . ,W8) including the no

wind (WN) was used. W2 blows to the sink and W6 blows

to the opposite direction. Note that the wind direction

and P1 remain unchanged and the wind blows towards only

one direction during each trial of the simulation. It is as-

sumed that sensors are deployed so tall as to avoid obsta-

cles, e.g. grass [19].

5.2. DDR of Fire Alarm Data

Figure 9 shows the fire alarm DDR versus data priorities.

The DDR is presented by averaging the results of all wind

directions (WN, W1, . . . , W8) and P1 (P1 = 0.2, 0.4, . . . ,

and 1).

Although MUP does not consider fire alarm data priority,

the high priority DDR is lower than that of low priority

data. This is because priority 3 data is first sent before
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Fig. 9. Fire alarm dropped data ratio versus data priorities.

spreading fire. Figure 9 shows that the proposed scheme

and MUP with priority achieve better DDR in all priorities

than MUP. The proposed scheme reduces the DDR of prior-

ity 2 by 13% and priority 3 by 10% compared to MUP. This

is because the proposed method transmits high priority data

to more survivable nodes. In MUP with sort, the higher pri-

ority data, the better DDR can be achieved. This is because

this method sends high priority data ahead of low priority

data by sorting the buffer content at each intermediate node.

Figure 10 shows the fire alarm DDR versus probability P1.

Figure 10 shows the DDR by averaging the results of all

wind directions. The DDR of priority 1 gets decreased as

P1 decreases. This is because P1 controls how frequent the

priority 1 data is chosen after priority 3 data are sent. On

the contrary, the DDR of priority 2 data is increasing as

P1 decreases in Fig. 10. Moreover, as P1 decreases, the

DDR of priority 2 is more moderately decreased than that

of priority 1. This is because data concentration is relaxed

as P1 decreases.
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Fig. 10. Fire alarm versus P1 data priorities.

Figures 11 and 12 show the DDR of priorities 2–3 data

per wind directions. It is shown that the proposed method

decreases the priority 3 DDR less than 2%, regardless wind

directions. This is because the proposed method relays pri-

ority 3 data to more survival node before being surrounded

by burning down nodes. It is shown from Fig. 11 that
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Fig. 11. Priority 3 DDR as a function of wind directions

(P1 = 0.4).
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Fig. 12. Priority 2 DDR versus wind directions (P1 = 0.4).

the DDR of W6 is lowest in the proposed method. The

fire spreads slowly toward the sink node with W6 direc-

tion and the proposed method with W6 sends high prior-

ity data before being surrounded by burning down nodes.

Figures 11 and 12 show that proposed method decreases

the DDR more than MUP in the case if wind is present.

The proposed method sends high priority data before being

isolated, as shown in Fig. 7. Figure 13 shows the priority 1

DDR as a function of wind directions. It is shown that the

DDR without wind (WN) is the lowest. With wind present,
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Fig. 13. Priority 1 DDR versus wind directions (P1 =0.4).

nodes are more quickly burnt down when the wind blows

towards them. It is shown that the DDR of W4 and W8 are

higher than other wind directions. In W4 and W8 direc-

tions, fire spread perpendicularly for the direction toward

the sink node and more relay nodes which cause missed

routing path disconnect tend to be burnt down. Although

the ratio of dropped data varies, each scheme is similarly

influenced by the effect of wind (Fig. 13). In MUP with

priority and with proposed method, data concentration of

priority 1 are relaxed.

5.3. Delay of Fire Alert Data

Figure 14 depicts the delay of fire alarm data as a function

of data priority without wind (WN). Figure 14 shows the

delay by averaging the results of all wind directions and

P1 = 0.2, 0.4, . . . , and 1. By definition the delay is the

time from generating a data in a node to receiving it

by the sink. Figure 14 shows that the proposed method
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Fig. 14. Delay of fire alarm data versus data priorities.

achieves better fire alert priority 2 data delay by 38%

and priority 3 by 29% than MUP. The high priority data

collisions are avoided by parent election of the proposed

method. Moreover, the proposed method and MUP with

sort is better on priority 1 data delay compared with MUP

because each node sends high priority data ahead of low

priority. Figure 15 shows delay of fire alarm data ver-
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Fig. 15. Delay of fire alarm data versus P1 data priorities.
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sus data priorities changing P1. It presents the delay by

averaging the results of all wind directions. The delays

of proposed method with P1 = 1 and P1 = 0.8 are longer

than MUP. It is a result of change the order, and each

node sends high priority data ahead of low priority. More-

over, these delays are decreasing with P1 because the data

concentration is relaxed as P1 decreases. Figure 16 shows
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Fig. 16. Priority 3 data delay versus wind directions (P1 = 0.4).

priority 3 data delay as a function wind directions. The

delay of MUP with sort, MUP with priority and proposed

method are almost the same and lasts about 6 s. The fire

is prevented from spreading to a large area by detecting in

about six minutes [20]. Therefore mentioned 6 s delay is

enough to detect fire.

5.4. Data Amounts

Figure 17 shows the total of transmitted and received data

by fire detection nodes without wind by averaging the re-

sults of all wind directions and P1 = 0.2, 0.4, . . . , and 1.
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Fig. 17. Transmitted and received data by fire detection nodes.

It is shown that the proposed scheme achieves more trans-

mitted data by fire detection node than the MUP. The total

transmitted and received data of the proposed method is as

many as in the MUP method, although the proposed method

decreases the number of received data by fire detection node

compared with MUP. It is also shown that total transmitted

and received data in MUP and MUP with sort are almost

the same. The reason is that parent selection method of

these schemes are the same. The proposed method controls

the total transmitted and received data by the fire detection

nodes approximately 2% of decrease compared with MUP

method. Figure 18 shows the total transmitted and received

ProposedMUP
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Fig. 18. Transmitted and received data by fire detection nodes

versus P1.

data by fire detection nodes versus P1 by averaging the re-

sults of all wind directions. It is shown from Fig. 18 that

presented scheme achieves same transmitted and received

data compared with the conventional scheme.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a new forest fire monitoring system is pro-

posed to reduce dropped rate of high priority fire detection

data, by specifying a high priority on data immediately after

fire detection and just before destruction by fire. Further-

more, the node only transmits high priority data to a node,

which had low possibility of destruction by fire to achieve

low end-to-end delay of high priority fire detection data.

The simulation results showed that proposed scheme could

reduce dropped rate of high priority data and the end-to-

end delay, and have less effect of wind compared with the

conventional solutions.
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